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Abstract

Inter-organization business processes involve the exchange of structured data across

information systems. We assume that data are exchanged under given condition of quality

(offered or required) and prices. Data offer may include bundling schemes, whereby different

types of data are offered together with a single associated price and quality. We describe a

brokering algorithm for obtaining data from peers, by minimizing the overall cost under quality
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in Mediterranean Countries and the MIUR FIRB MAIS project - Multi-channel Adaptive Information Systems:

models, methodology, qualifying object-oriented platform and architectures for the flexible on-line information systems
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requirements constraints. The algorithm extends query processing techniques over multiple

database schemas to automatically derive an integer linear programming problem that returns

an optimal matching of data providers to data consumers under realistic economic cost models.

Key words: Data quality, information market, information economics, quality cost optimization,

bundle of data, brokering service, integer linear programming.

1 Introduction

For large businesses and public sector agencies, good management of information assets has long

been a key to their effectiveness in delivering quality services to users, and many organizations have

processes to manage the quality of their data. Recently, advances in the technology for large-scale

deployment of information services, for example over service-oriented software infrastructures, have

enabled cost-effective data exchange across organizations. In business terms, this means that it is

becoming increasingly feasible for organizations to (i) purchase or otherwise acquire data from other

peers, and (ii) exploit their own information assets for marketing purposes. These capabilities may

be used to offer advanced services to users.

Thus, a general common trend is for organizations to acquire the information needed to sup-

port user services from third-parties. Several studies have analyzed the economic relevance of the

potential information market. Public agencies have been found to be the greatest producers of

information by far, and the information they create and disseminate is often relevant for both the

private and public processes, products, and services. In [31] an analysis of the commercial exploita-

tion of public sector information is presented both for the USA and the European Union (EU). The

study shows that the economic value of the information market in the EU for year 2000 amounted
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approximately to 10% of that of the US, where it was 750 billion dollars, and it recommended

regulating the information market, to provide further incentives for the public sector information

trading across and within member states.

To understand the implications of this trend, the size of the information market must be com-

pounded with the issue of its quality, as a factor that will presumably affect the cost of data

and hence the overall information market. Quality of data has been an issue since the nineties.

General frameworks are available from the literature for describing data quality properties, or di-

mensions [35, 34]. For instance, accuracy characterizes how well data represents its corresponding

real-world entities. Another main issue concerned with information market is represented by of-

fering bundles of data, which are indivisible units of data, each one with a single associated price

and quality level. In fact, both the cost structure behind the production and the selling of digital

information goods, and the necessity of implementing anti-competitive strategies can induce more

and more data providers to offer indivisible units of different types of data (for example [26]).

Focusing again on the public sector, it is well known that public agencies, in order to provide

services to citizens and businesses, manage large registries with overlapping and heterogeneous

data, and exchange large amounts of data flows.

Such a huge number of registries, from one side is characterized by a high overlap, from the

other side they are usually managed and updated with different policies, resulting in different levels

of accuracy and other quality dimensions. In many data intensive processes sources are combined,

and it is important for agencies and private users to be able to choose and compose data on the

basis of the desired target quality. In other terms, the availability of such overlapping sources

of data may be seen as an opportunity for the data demand, that may use a quality driven query

processing strategy [25] that builds the global data set on the basis of the differentiated offer of data
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characterized by different qualities. Furthermore, the quality of data has a cost, and, at the same

time, heavily influences the quality, the cost, and the revenues of the processes that use the data.

While considering the relationship between the quality and cost of quality issues, some authors start

their analysis from a parallel between the emerging information market and established markets for

other goods [7], with the final purpose of defining criteria for data quality control and improvement.

These activities, like for other types of goods, have a cost which is a component of the selling price.

Furthermore, in order to conceive rational methodologies for improving the quality of data, several

authors have proposed data quality cost classifications [12] and [23] and cost/quality optimization

procedures [6] that investigate the various different types of cost of non quality of data. Issues of

quality driven query processing and cost/quality optimization have been addressed only recently

so far.

In this paper we propose a brokering algorithm that provides a cost quality broker service for

facilitating the procurement of data from third parties, based on the assumptions that consumer

interest for data is based both on its cost and on its quality, and that distinct data can be sold

together in a bundle with a single associated quality and price. The algorithm, starting from: (i)

the offer of data with possible bundling schemes from a set of providers, its quality and cost, (ii)

the global, integrated knowledge on the information content offered by providers, and (iii) a query,

that expresses the data demand, namely data requested by consumers and their quality, provides

the optimal choice in terms of selected data, their quality and cost. We note that the broker service

can be used as a decision support system for managers who have the responsibility of information

acquisition activities.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 the information procurement scenario

underlying our approach is presented, together with a first overview of the algorithm is presented,
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and basic definitions. The two phases of the algorithm, decomposition and optimization, are

detailed in Sections 3 and 4, respectively. A discussion on related work is presented in Section 5;

Section 6 concludes the paper.

2 Overview of the approach and basic definitions

2.1 Information Procurement Scenario and Cost Model

To describe the input/output behaviour of the cost-quality broker, we introduce an information

procurement scenario and a cost model. We assume the following:

• the information market consists of a potentially large number of organizations; each organi-

zation may have a role both as data provider and consumer relative to other organizations;

• providers offer a description of the data they can procure, along with a cost model and the

quality of the data offered;

• providers make their data available in bundles, as opposed to single data elements (see Section

1);

• consumers express their data demand as queries, along with constraints on the minimal

acceptable quality level;

• for each type of data of interest to a consumer, more than one provider may be capable of

fulfilling at least part of the demand.

A distinguishing feature of our information procurement scenario is the concept of bundle

and the associated cost model. Several economic reasons motivate providers to offer bundles of
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data. Digital information goods are typically characterized by high costs in the production and

promotion of the first copy (high fixed cost of development), while additional copies are cheap

to reproduce (low marginal cost). These goods are termed non-rival, because one’s consumption

does not limit the consumption of others. Since data have negligible marginal costs, bundling may

be profitable [9, 13]. Bundles can also be used to provide discounts to consumers who acquire

two or more (complementary) information goods. Moreover, bundling is a selling strategy that

allows producers to reduce the uncertainty associated to the consumer’s willingness to pay for

individual goods [5, 17] (the willingness to pay for bundles exhibits lower variance than for separate

individual items). Thus, the producer is able to extract more surplus from the consumers. Bundling

results in a profitable pricing strategy even when the willingness to pay for goods is independent

of the possible consumption of other goods in the bundle, and when there is no cost saving [1].

Finally, operators with significant market power may exploit bundling to engage in anti-competitive

behavior [4, 26, 27].

2.2 Algorithm Overview

The two main steps in the brokering algorithm, namely decomposition and optimisation, are shown

in Figure 1. We now provide a high level description of: (i) the data architecture for the brokering

infrastructure, (ii) the inputs to the algorithm, (iii) the two phases, and (iv) the intermediate

products exchanged by the two phases.

The underlying data architecture is grounded in the framework of federated database systems

with a mediated query processing architecture [21]. We assume that data is described using the

relational model, that each provider manages a local relational schema, and the local schemas are

defined as mappings over a common global schema, that represents the whole available information
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Figure 1: input/output two phase view of the brokering algorithm
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In this setting, the global schema is used by consumers to express their demand. The global

query processor includes a mediator, an architectural component with functionality to recognize

which of the local sources may contribute to the result of the global query and to translate the global

query into a collection of local queries to be issued to the local sources. Each local query result

represents a partial contribution to the global query result. The mediator formulates a query plan

that includes the execution of the local queries, and then starting from these results, it produces a

single consistent result to be delivered to the user.

The decomposition phase accepts and interprets a consumer query and related quality con-

straints. It decomposes each local query result into a set of fragments, in such a way that frag-

ments from different local sources can be compared. This homogeneity allows classes of equivalent

fragments, called baskets, to be defined across all participating providers. Fragments and baskets
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will be formally defined in Section 2.4. The bundles are mapped to sets of fragments within each

basket, along with their associated cost and quality.

The optimization phase formulates an integer linear programming (ILP) model to compute a

cost-optimal combination of those partial results that is as complete as possible and satisfies all the

constraints. The information on fragments, baskets, and bundles is translated into variables for an

ILP model.

The results of this work extend and generalize those presented in [3]. In particular, our algorithm

features the following innovative aspects:

• a query decomposition algorithm that is grounded in well-known research on distributed

database systems [29] and federated database systems with a mediated query processing

architecture [21];

• an algorithm that, starting from the partial results, automatically synthesizes the constraints

and the objective function of a ILP;

• the new cost model considers a more general offer scenario.

We remark that the proposed brokering infrastructure is introduced as a mean to support

customers in the process of data procurement in a complex offer environment, where different

providers manage and offer a multitude of data sources. In particular, the brokering algorithm

receives two essential inputs: the demand (a global query) and the offer scenario characterized by

local schemas and exposed bundling conditions (with their price and quality features). However, in

our work the offer scenario is assumed just as a given input of the brokering algorithm, in the sense

that we do not care about how the suppliers decide (i) the offered prices, (ii) which bundles to sell,

(iii) the quality discounts, etc. In fact, the strategic decisions of every data provider in terms of
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prices, data bundling, etc. are the result of a complex stage, characterized by the maximization of

the supplier’ expected economic profit, which is not modelled in our work.

As far as the first and the second items are concerned, it is well known that the formulation

of an optimization model is not an easy task, due to the lack of competence in most private and

public organizations. In this paper we show that this task can be automated. Concerning the cost

model, we extend the model proposed in [3], where only one price is associated with each offered

bundle, by allowing suppliers to apply discounts in the case that multiple copies of the same bundle

are demanded and/or lower quality levels for the data in the bundle are required.

2.3 Schema Mappings and Query Rewriting

In this section we introduce the concepts of global schema, local schema, and the type of mapping

we define among them, according to the local as view (LAV) model. In our setting the global schema

is a relational schema R in the relational model [11], defined over a set of attributes A = A1, . . . , An.

We will assume, without loss of generality, that the primary key of the global schema is the first

attribute A1.

In the running example, the global schema includes the following attributes:

AllRes(PersonId, Province, Age, Income, Pathology, LastClassAttended)

where the underlined attribute PersonId is the primary key.

The basic idea of the local as view (LAV) model [18, 21] is that each local schema is defined as

a view mapping, that is, a relational expression on the global schema: πAL
(σp(R)), where symbol

πAL
denotes a projection relational operator defined on the set of attributes AL of local schema L

and symbol σp(R)) denotes a selection operator defined on the predicate p. The pair [P,AL] will be

called in the following selection projection condition or, simply condition. Furthermore, we make
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the assumption that, given pk, the primary key for R, for every pair of local schemas L1 and L2,

the condition

pk ⊆ AL1 ∩ AL2

must hold. This means that, in order to merge data referring to the same tuples in the global

schema, it is always possible to join tuples of different views through the same key.

This last assumption may seem in contrast with one of the main problems that arise when

the quality of the data is questioned, i.e., that equivalent tuples in different relations may not

be recognized as such, because their identifiers are slightly different. While the assumption that

different schemas share the same primary key is indeed realistic, discrepancies in the key values

in corresponding relations may make the join incomplete. Consider for example the two relations

Res-Mi and Adults from Figure 2, and two tuples for the same individual, one in each relation.

Unless PersonId has exactly the same value in the two tuples, they will not be joined.

Known as data de-duplication, or record linkage, this problem has long been studied by the

data quality community, and a number of well-known de-duplication algorithms are now available

–see for instance [8], chapter 5, and [10] for a recent survey on the topic. Furthermore, a number of

techniques, based on similarity metrics, have been developed to perform approximate joins in the

presence of discrepancies in the joined values [20]. Leveraging these results, we are going to assume

that de-duplication has indeed been performed across schemas, by the providers or by some central

agency, prior to the providers offering their data on the market.

To understand the idea underlying the LAV model, imagine that the global schema has been

materialized, and that the following query is issued:

V = πPersonid,P rovince,Age,Income,LastclassAttended(σProv=′MI′(AllRes))
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Figure 2: The four local schemas of the running example
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By saying that the query V is the LAV mapping from the global schema AllRes to a local schema

Milan province, we say that the extension of Milan province can be obtained by computing V on

the global schema AllRes. Of course, since in reality the materialized schema is that of Milan

province, we may interpret the mapping as a specification of the contribution of a local schema to

a possible materialization of the global schema.

The four local schemas correspond to three public providers, namely Milan province, the Lom-

bardy region, and the Brescia province, and one private provider, Bestdata. The four providers are

described in Figure 2 using the identifier, the name, the content description, the local schema, and

the view mapping, expressed as a condition [p,AL].

In Figure 3 we show the local schemas by means of a set oriented representation, where the part

of the global schema present in the local schema is in gray; for example the local schema MP is

defined for cells where the predicate Province = ’MI’ holds, and only for attributes 12346 (on the

left hand side of the figure the predicates corresponding to relevant groups of tuples appear with a

shorthand notation).

According to LAV, given a set of mappings, the answer to a query Q requires a process of

rewriting so that Q is expressed solely in terms of the mapping-defining views. The main theoretical
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Figure 3: Set oriented representation of the four schemas
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results indicate that (i) query processing is NP-complete in the worst case [22], and (ii) because the

mappings can be incomplete, the goal of rewriting is to compute a maximal subset of the complete

result, rather than a provably complete one (see for instance [18] for a thorough description of the

problem). In brief, there are two main sources of complexity for this problem: (i) there are an

exponential number of query rewritings, and (ii) testing containment for one such rewriting is itself

NP-complete with respect to the length of the query. In our formulation, however, we make the

simplifying but realistic assumption that none of the queries contain repeated predicates, making

the problem linear. We further restrict queries to conjunctive predicates that are either (i) relational

operators on ordered domains, of the form x < relop > c, of the types =, �=, <,≤, >,≥ with c

constant, or (ii) disjunctive predicates over set membership expressions, that is, x =′ c′.

2.4 Fragments and Baskets

We investigate the issues related to query construction, and express the demand of data, defining

the concepts of fragment and basket. Consider the following global query:

Q ≡ πPersonId,Age,Pathology(AllRes) (1)

and assume that the LAV mappings have been defined as in Figure 2. Several options exist for

composing a global result from the local schemas. First, one can simply issue a single query to
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provider LR alone, as follows:

πPersonId,Age,Pathology(LR) (2)

because LR provides all the required attributes and tuples.

A logically equivalent result can also be obtained by combining fragments of local schemas, that

is, groups of values corresponding to to a given set of attributes and a set of tuples from some local

schema. For example, the following fragments may be combined to obtain the complete result:

F1 = πPersonId,Age(BD)

F2 = πPersonId,Pathology(σAge≥18(LR))

F3 = πPersonId,Age,Pathology(σAge<18(LR))

The result is expressed as:

(F1 ��PersonId F2) ∪ F3

For this composition to be feasible, we make use of the assumption made formerly, that local

schemas include the common key PersonID as part of its attributes. Quality and cost are the

criteria that drive the choice of fragments. In the example, we could prefer the query (2) if we

know that provider LR owns good quality data for attributes Age and Pathology, and the cost

of these data is not prohibitive. The second choice is preferred if we know that provider BD, for

resident person with Age ≥ 18 bears ages of residents with better data qualities than LR and

reasonable cost.

The space of all possible combinations of fragments can be visualized by overlapping the local

schemas, based on their LAV mappings and the global query expression. We are looking here for

elementary fragments, that is fragments that may make a contribution to the query and that it
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Figure 4: Fragments resulting from comparison of BD and LR fragments in Step2
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is not worthwhile to further decompose. In Figure 4 we see the elementary fragments that result

from the comparison of: (i) the LR local schema, (ii) the BD local schema, and (iii) the query Q.

Figure 4(a) shows the two schemas and the query Q; Figure 4(b) represents the fragments of the

two schemas that independently may make a contribution to the query. Finally, Figure 4(c) shows

the elementary fragments in two sets: on the left-hand side we see the fragments that are common

to the two schemas, while on the right-hand side we see the fragments which belong to a single

schema, namely the schema LR.

Notice that fragments EF1 and EF2 in Figure 4(c) are offered by both providers, while

exactly one fragment from either of the two schemas should be used in a possible query to

compose the result. Considering for example EF1, we refer to the corresponding condition

[Pro = MI ∧ Age ≥ 18; 13], generalized as [p;A] as a set of (two) fragments called basket, whose
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members are the two logically equivalent fragments:

πPersonId,Age(σPro=MI(BD)) and πPersonId,Age(σPro=MI∧Age≥18(LR))

Thus, the definition of a basket is intensional (a condition) and applies to several local schemas,

while a fragment is a collection of (parts of) tuples obtained from the application of the basket

expression to a specific schema.

2.5 Representing Quality and Bundles

We now extend our formalism to deal with data qualities and the demand and offer of data. Data

quality deals with a wide number of different dimensions, that express properties of data. The

most investigated dimensions are accuracy and completeness. Accuracy, as we have seen in Section

1 measures the closeness of the actual data values to their exact values. Completeness measures the

extension of data in representing the real world. Measures or metrics can be assigned to dimensions:

in relational tables, dimensions, and corresponding metrics, they can refer to tuples (e.g. a null

value in a tuple results in low completeness) or else to the entire relation (e.g. only 80 % of the

tuples are correct, resulting in an accuracy of 0.8), or else to attributes defined in the relation;

for example if we know that values of the attribute Age are specified only in 90 % of cases, null

otherwise, the value of completeness is 0.9. In this paper, dimensions are associated to attributes.

Furthermore, we assume that for a relation with attributes A1, . . . , Am, the data quality of the set

of attributes is represented as a m-tuple q of vectors qi = (qi1, . . . , qin), one for each attribute Ai.

Two assumptions are made that allow us to compare quality-annotated relations across multiple

providers. Firstly, as mentioned in Section 2.3, for each relation the primary key is considered

correct and not null, so that relations from different providers can be joined successfully. This

assumption, already made by other authors [28] in the context of data integration in the presence
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of errors, is justified by the availability of de-duplication algorithms that can perform reconciliation

prior to data marketing. Secondly, we assume that it is the responsibility of the providers to assess

the quality vectors, and to be fair to consumers regarding their values. In making this hypothesis,

we argue that enforcing providers’ fairness with quality of data is in principle no different than

with quality of service. This issue is normally addressed by assuming that trusted third parties

have auditing authority over the providers, so that penalties can be levied when quality values are

found to have been mis-reported.

We now have to define how data quality is expressed in the demand of data by consumers,

and in the offer of data by providers. Consumers express quality constraints on the global schema,

alongside the global query. Constraints are of the form qij < relop > cij , where qij refers to the

value of quality dimension j for the attribute i and < relop > is a relational operator. For example,

considering query (1) above, the expression qAge,completeness > 0.6 indicates the threshold value for

dimension completeness relative to the Age global attribute.

From the provider’s perspective, data sets and their quality are associated to bundles. A bundle

is a triple bu = (c, p, q) that specifies a relation the provider is committed to sell as: (i) a condition

c on the local schema, expressed, as usual, as a pair [p,A], (ii) its price c, and (iii) its quality

vector q. A provider may declare several bundles, possibly overlapping in content. The following

are valid bundles for provider Lombardy region (for conciseness, we denote here attributes with

their identifiers):

i buLR1 = ([Prov =′ MI ′ ∨ Prov =′ BS′; 12345], p1 , q1),

ii buLR2 = ([Prov =′ MI ′ ∧ Age < 18; 12345], p2 , q2),

iii buLR3 = ([Prov =′ MI ′ ∧ Age ≥ 18; 12345], p3 , q3),
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iv buLR4 = ([Age ≥ 18; 12345], p4 , q4).

We assume that the quality of attributes in local schemas is homogeneous across the different

parts of the local schema. Thus, by definition bundles inherit the quality vector associated to the

local schema. Finally, quality also influences the composition of fragments in the process of query

construction. When composing different relations with given quality dimensions and metrics with

a union or join operation, we may wonder if functions exist that allow to automatically compute

the values of metrics for the composed relation. Such composition functions have been investigated

in the literature (see Section 5). Given two relations r1 and r2 with sizes respectively |r1| and |r2|,

in case of the union operator we assume as composition functions for quality dimensions accuracy

and completeness (in short qd) the following expression:

qd(r1

⋃
r2) = (|r1| ∗ qd(r1) + |r2| ∗ qd(r2))/(|r1| + |r2|)

The above formula provides an approximation of the correct value, since in general the two relations

may overlap; see Section 5 for a more detailed discussion on comparison functions. In case of join,

we simply have to juxtapose the quality vectors of the joined attributes.

3 Decomposition

In this section, we describe the first phase of the brokering algorithm in detail. The phase is

composed of two steps. The goal of Step 1 is to find all fragments and corresponding baskets in

local schemas that may potentially contribute to satisfy the data demand, expressed by a query Q.

The goal of Step 2 is to relate the data demand, expressed by baskets, and the data offer, expressed

by bundles procured by providers. For each basket we seek all the bundles that contain it, which

can be used to satisfy the demand. In the following, the example global query is represented using
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our shorthand notation:

Q ≡ π12346(σAge≥10(AllRes)) (3)

3.1 Finding Elementary Fragments and Baskets

In a traditional optimal plan algorithm for a distributed query [29], one is interested in minimiz-

ing the cost of transmission. Thus, given a selection projection query Q whose extension is the

fragment F, the goal is to find all conditions expressing fragments that contain F. Here we have

to solve a different task, namely, to find all fragments that may contribute to the final result and

consequently are contained in F. They can also be optimally composed, knowing their cost and

quality. Indeed, only within this setting we are free to choose the most suitable mix of fragments

to fit the quality/cost problem.

The step consists of two sub-steps. The goal of Step 1.1 is to find the set of fragments in the

local schema for each local schema that may contribute to the final query. When comparing the

query condition and the local schema condition of a local schema V1, three cases may arise:

• Case 1: the local schema fragment is contained in the query fragment; in this case the local

fragment is selected;

• Case 2: the query fragment is contained in the local schema fragment; here the query fragment

is selected;

• Case 3: there is a non null intersection between the two fragments. This case is expressed

more formally in Figure 5, where compared fragments are marked with bold lines and all

possible combinations of predicates pQ and p1 and set relationships among sets of attributes

A1 and AQ are shown. In this case only the sub fragment indicated in Figure 5 with yes has
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Figure 5: The case of partial overlapping between query and local schema conditions
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P1 and pQ

¬p1 and pQ

to be selected, since this is the unique contribution of the local schema to the query.

In Figure 6 we see the fragment corresponding to the query and the four fragments resulting

from application of Step 1.1 to the four local schemas. The goal of Step 1.2 is to relate all frag-

ments obtained after Step 1.1 in order to find the elementary fragments, namely fragments that

(i) contribute to the query, (ii) it would not be useful decompose further, and (iii) do not contain

other fragments. Also in this step three cases are given. Case 1 and Case 2, corresponding to

one fragment containing the other one, do not result in new fragments. Case 3, corresponding to

a partial overlapping of fragments, has the possible subcases as shown in Figure 7. In this case

we have to include all fragments denoted with yes in the figure, since they are all part of the two

original fragments, and may contribute to the query result. The two cases denoted as no are to

be excluded, since they do not belong to either of the original fragments. In Figure 8 we see the

elementary fragments resulting from the comparison of LR tp BD local schemas, subdivided in

common and uncommon fragments.

In Step 1.3 we collect all elementary fragments having the same condition expression [p;A]

and consequently, correspond to the same basket. In Figure 9 we show baskets and corresponding

providers for the fragments considered in Figure 8. The algorithm requires to test predicate contain-

ment, an NP-complete operation in the most general case, which we simplify to linear operations
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Figure 6: Fragments resulting from Step 1.1
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Figure 7: The case of partial overlapping between conditions of demand fragments
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Figure 8: Fragments resulting from comparison of BD and LR fragments in Step 2
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Figure 9: Baskets and corresponding providers for the example of Figure 8
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by considering only the type of logical operators already mentioned.

3.2 Relating Elementary Baskets to Bundles

We recall from Section 2.1 that a provider offers its local data in bundles of the form bu = (c, p, q),

which specify a data set as a local condition c, its price p and its quality vector q. To understand

their relationship to the basket formulation described so far, note that bundles are atomic units

of data that can be purchased, and thus they represent a “business view” of a provider’s offering,

which is independent of any query. On the other hand, the query processor provides a description of

the local data in terms of atomic baskets, determined by the query, from which individual fragments

can be selected. Selecting one fragment from each basket provides a coverage of the query result.

These two views are reconciled by mapping a basket onto one or more bundles, so that selecting

a basket results in a choice of bundles that can be purchased. Here we make the assumption that

for each basket, at least one bundle exists that contains it. This assumption looks reasonable, since

providers tend to offer large data sets.

Carrying on with our example, assume that provider Lombardy region sells the four bundles
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Figure 10: Baskets and their relation with bundles
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described in Section 2.5 and provider Bestdata defines two bundles:

v buBD1 = ([Prov =′ MI ′ ∧ Age ≥ 18; 12346], p5 , q5)

vi buBD2 = ([Prov =′ MI ′ ∨ Prov =′ BS′ ∧ Age ≥ 18; 12346], p6 , q6)

Consider basket bk1 = [Prov =′ MI ′ ∧ Age ≥ 18; 1234] owned by providers Bestdata and

Lombardy region. We may represent the many-to-mant containment relationship between baskets

and bundles using a lattice, as shown in Figure 10, where the dotted box is a basket. The algorithm

has the following choices for bundles: (i) buLR1 from provider Lombardy region, (ii) buLR3 from

provider Lombardy region, (iii) buBD1 from provider Bestdata, (iv) buBD2 from provider Bestdata.

Note that bundles buLR1 and buBD2 lead to additional, unrequested data to be purchased with

respect to bundles buLR3 and buBD1, but they may still be convenient in terms of quality and price.

The query processor may then filter out the unrequested data, or it may decide to retain it and use

it in combination with other bundles.
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4 Optimization

The definition of a bundle can be generalized slightly at this point, by adding the notion of discounts

for bundles of data both in terms of provided quality and number of sold copies. Thus, a bundle

is now a quadruple bu = (c, p, q, qt), where qt copies of the data represented by the condition c,

characterized by a quality vector q, are offered at price p. However in the running example, for

simplicity of notation, we will keep on considering only prices related to quality.

The optimization phase consists of first formulating and then solving the problem of selecting

fragments across baskets in such a way that quality and quantity requirements are satisfied, and the

total cost to acquire bundles containing such fragments is minimized. Firstly a graph is constructed,

then an ILP formulation is derived from this graph, and finally an optimization solver is applied

to find an optimal solution.

Selecting a bundle bu means that, for every basket bk in the containing bundles relationship

with bu, the fragment supplied by the same provider of bu in bk must be chosen. We say that

these fragments are associated to the bundle bu. In our framework, when a consumer submits

a global query he/she also specifies, for every demanded attribute Ak (k = 1, . . . , l), the quality

qk and quantity qtk required for Ak. Note that, without loss of generality, we assume that the

consumer demands the first l attributes of the global schema. We denote by Dk the set of baskets

whose fragments cover the demanded attribute Ak (i.e. the demanded attribute Ak is provided by

selecting exactly one fragment from each basket in Dk). A complete description of the relevant offer

for the submitted global query with quality and quantity requirements has to take into account

information deriving from local schemas and exposed bundling conditions. We denote the offer

scenario by a pair (BK,BU) where (i) BK = {bk1, bk2, . . . } is the set of the generated baskets, and
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(ii) BU = {bu1, bu2, . . . } is the set of the offered bundles.

For instance, if we consider the running example, for the data providers Lombardy region and

Bestdata the first phase of the algorithm returns:

• the set of baskets BK = {bk1, bk2, bk3, bk4, bk5, bk6}, defined in Section 3.2;

• the set of bundles BU = {buLR1, buLR2, buLR3, buLR4, buBD1, buBD2}, defined in Sections 2.5

and 3.2.

Given a scenario demand characterized by Ak, qk, qtk for k = 1, . . . , l and the sets (BK,BU),

we want to find a set of bundles satisfying all quality and quantity requirements with the minimum

cost. We define this problem as the minimum cost supplying problem (MCS for short). We now

provide a formulation of MCS. In order to represent the offer and demand scenarios we use a

tripartite graph G = (W,U, V,E), where:

• W is the set of vertices representing the bundles with the associated price matrices,

• U is the set of vertices representing the fragments,

• V is the set of vertices representing the baskets,

• E = E1 ∪ E2 is the edge set such that E1 (E2) is the set of edges connecting W (V ) with U .

The graph is constructed as follows. We associate exactly one vertex in W to every bundle bu ∈ BU .

Furthermore, given the vertex wi ∈ W , we denote by qti, qi and pri, respectively, the related

quantity, the quality vector and the price characterizing the bundle bu associated to wi. For every

wi ∈ W , each fragment associated to the bundle corresponding to wi is represented by exactly one

vertex uj ∈ U . We recall from Section 2.5 that qi is a m-tuple of quality vectors, each one associated

to a specific attribute of the bundle. Given the fragment corresponding to uj , we may associate
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to uj an m-tuple of quality vectors denoted as q̃j, obtained projecting qi on the attributes defined

in uj. In particular, in q̃j every demanded attribute Ak of the fragment uj is characterized by a

quality vector q̃j,k (whose size depends on the number of quality dimensions). However, from now

on, for the sake of simplicity and w.l.o.g., we limit the number of quality dimensions to one. Hence,

the scalar q̃j,k is associated to every demanded attribute Ak in the fragment uj. To keep a trace of

the relation between the bundles and the associated fragments, an edge (i, j) between vertices wi

and uj is added in E1. Note that, on the supplier side, there is one vertex u for each fragment of

every vertex w (this implies that multiple copies of a fragment can be represented in the graph).

For each basket bkh ∈ BK a vertex vh ∈ V is introduced. An edge (h, j) between vertices vh and

uj belongs to E2 iff the fragment represented by uj is a member of the basket bkh.

Coming back to the running example, the resulting tripartite graph G = (W,U, V,E) is shown

in Figure 11. Observe that, in order to improve the readability of the figure and w.l.o.g., we restrict

our running example to two attributes, say A4 and A6.

Given the graph G = (W,U, V,E), we provide an ILP formulation of the MCS problem. A

binary variable xi is associated to each vertex wi ∈ W and it assumes 1 iff the corresponding bundle

is selected to be sold. Moreover, a binary variable yj is associated to each vertex uj ∈ U and it

is equal to 1 iff the corresponding fragment is chosen to satisfy the consumer demand. We also

denote by rj the size of the fragment uj . The problem can thus be formulated as follows:

min
∑

i:wi∈W

pri · xi

subject to the constraints:

yj ≤ xi (i, j) ∈ E1 (4)
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Figure 11: Tripartite graph

∑

j:(h,j)∈E2,h:bkh∈Dk

yj = qtk k ∈ {1, . . . , l} (5)

∑

j:(h,j)∈E2,h:bkh∈Dk

q̃j,k · rj · yj ≥ qk ·
∑

j:(h,j)∈E2,h:bkh∈Dk

rj · yj k ∈ {1, . . . , l} (6)

xi, yj ∈ {0, 1} i : wi ∈ W, j : uj ∈ U (7)

Constraint (4) means that if a fragment from a bundle is chosen, then the entire bundle is chosen.

Constraint (5) says that exactly qtk fragments containing demanded attribute Ak must be chosen

among baskets in order to satisfy the consumer’s quantity requirements. Constraint (6) means that

if a demanded attribute can be obtained as a merge of fragments (each in a different basket), then the

overall quality of the merge is given by the weighted average of the elementary fragment qualities.

Moreover, constraint (6) allow us to apply the composition functions discussed for accuracy and
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completeness in section 2.5. Obviously, in the case that quality dimension is larger than one,

constraint (6) must be replicated for each quality dimension.

The provided formulation takes inspiration from the mathematical model underlying the facility

location problem ([15]) with no connection costs, where a given demand (computed baskets) has

to be served by facilities (data fragments) which can be installed in several locations (the data

bundles offered, whose associated prices represent facilities costs); this problem, as known, is NP-

hard. Note, however, that data differ from physical commodities in that the ”overlapping” of their

sources represents an opportunity to create a marketplace by diversifying the offer (e.g. by cost

and quality), rather than a potential for wasting resources.

5 Related Work

The impact of information quality on actual decision quality using a theoretical and a simulation

model is investigated in [32]. Relevant work has been done toward associating quality properties

to relational databases, and using that information during query processing. A distinction should

be made between two issues (i) Quality composition defines an algebra for composing data quality

dimension values in queries,

and (ii) Quality-driven query answering, the task of providing query results on the basis of a

quality characterization of data at sources, and possibly cost of data.

As discussed in section 2.5, in this paper we adopt approximate formulae for composition

functions, referring to the union and join operators. Quality composition has been addresses in

several papers, Wang et al. [35], Naumann et al. [28], Scannapieco et al. [33], and Parssian et al.

[30]. Several characterizations exist for two dimensions, namely accuracy and completeness.
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Concerning accuracy, [35] distinguishes between a relation accuracy and a tuple accuracy. Sev-

eral results are provided for selection and projection operators. Results provided in [30] are richer,

and concern compositions in terms of cartesian product, projection, selection, and join operations.

Referring to completeness, major contributions are [28], and [33]. In the first paper the authors

are interested to evaluate the quality of the process of composing sources, in order to put together

data that is split in different relational tables. Formulae for completeness composition functions are

provided for several possible set containment relationships among sources. Similar results, extended

to the union and difference operators are described in [33], within a different model, in which two

different hypothesis are made on the (i) coincidence, or (ii) difference in the domain to which the

two sources refer.

Regarding the second topic, that is, quality driven query answering, in the context of mediator-

based data integration, Florescu, Koller, and Levy (1997) [14] deal with the completeness prob-

lem by introducing various probability distributions regarding the content overlap across multiple

database sources, and efficient ways to compute them.

With respect to our research, this work appears to only include a quality scoring model, but

not a cost model, hence the selection of the best plan is essentially based on a quality ranking of

the candidate plans.

The first setting of the quality cost optimization problem is due to Avenali, Batini, Bertolazzi,

and Missier [3]. Successively the problem, to the best of our knowledge, has been addressed only

in [2]. In this approach, in order to obtain the required data, customers must buy multiple data

sets from different providers and then clean and merge them. In this case a broker architecture

intermediates between users and syndicated data providers.

There are several differences between the approach presented in the above cited paper and the
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one presented in this paper. First, in our paper, in the decomposition phase, all candidate fragments

are built, while in [2] fragments are given a priori, and the broker has no other choice than to

manipulate them. Second, we have a concept of bundle, as a further constraint in the optimization

process. Third, authors in [2] provide a non linear formulation of the problem of identifying a

family of data sets to satisfy the query with a minimum overall price. However, the solutions found

are not guaranteed to be optimal.

For the optimization phase of the broker service two main areas must be cited. The first

concerns the strategy of bundles, that has been discussed in the introduction. The second concerns

the algorithms to solve ILPs similar to the one proposed in our paper.

The facility location problem underlying in the structure of the ILP presented in Section 4 (to

minimize the cost of data procurement in a given offer scenario) is a widely studied topic in the

operations research literature [24]. There are a number of papers that concern exact methods for

this problem [19, 16]. Most of exact methods can be straightforwardly applied to our case.

6 Conclusions and extensions

We have presented a brokering algorithm that supports managers in the process of buying informa-

tion from multiple data sources, that are characterized by different cost and quality. The algorithm

accepts (i) a collection of quality vectors, one for each record in the sources, and (ii) a query over

a global schema, as well as the mappings from local to global schema (in a local-as-view setting).

It computes the most complete answer to the global query with the best cost-quality ratio.

The algorithm consists of two phases. During the first phase, using the schema mappings, a set

of local fragments for the query result are identified. In the second phase a variable is associated to
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each fragment, while their corresponding quality and cost are used to formulate constraints for an

ILP problem. The problem solution contains a complete answer obtained under quality constraints,

and at minimal cost. The first phase includes a particular case of a query subsumption problem.

However the simplifying assumptions on the conditions make it polynomial. Although the second

phase is known to be NP-complete, the size of the problem which is determined by the number of

providers and of local schemas is expected to be small. The algorithm in practice is meant to be

used by decision-makers with the responsibility of acquiring quality data from third parties.

The query answer is computed under the assumption that the quality vectors, supplied by the

data provider reflect the best quality information known to the provider. In reality, providers may

provide misleading quality information to their advantage, and consumers have normally no way

to verify this information during the course of query execution. As mentioned in Section 2.5, this

issue is normally addressed by assuming that trusted third parties have auditing authority over the

providers, and that they can issue penalties when the information is found to be untruthful.

The algorithm can be usefully extended to support a coordinated spot market, where multi-

ple consumers simultaneously require portions of data with specified quality levels, and multiple

suppliers submit their offers and associated quantity-quality matrices to a Central Public Supplier

(CPS) mediator. For instance, the CPS might be in charge of selling data owned by multiple local

public agencies to individuals, businesses and other public agencies. In this case, in order to ex-

ploit the quantity/quality discounts as much as possible, the CPS could coordinate the purchasing

process by collecting and then matching the overall demand and offer. In particular, the problem

of allocating offered data among consumers can be formulated as a simple extension of the ILP

presented in Section 4. We are interested in implementing the DSS presented in this paper and to

develop the whole model underlying the coordinated spot market outlined above.
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